
ORISSAORISSA
305mm x 305mm PCB handling (406mm x 305mm available)

In-line or stand alone operation

No tooling required

In-line fluxer and Pre-heater available

Fiducial correction option

Lead free compatible

www.pillarhouseinternational.com

Low cost In-line selective soldering system



ORISSAORISSA
Designed for both small and large batch ‘selective soldering', the Orissa is 
ideal for the large manufacturer and small subcontractor alike. Based upon the 
low cost principle of our standard Jade, it is a single bath machine using point 
to point technology. The Orissa also incorporates a conveyor transport system 
which offers uncompromised flexibility and fast cycle time when multiple 
modules are incorporated in-line.

The Orissa uses a belt driven conveyor transport system to load and unload a PCB. 
The conveyor positions the board against pre-determined stops where the board is 
then clamped into position. The board is fluxed with the on-board Drop Jet fluxer, 
then soldered using Pillarhouse AP-1 interchangeable nozzle tips or small dedicated 
nozzles. 

An X and Y axis positioning system with a carriage supporting the solder bath and 
flux head is used to position the solder nozzle and flux head in the X and Y axis. The 
Drop-jet flux head is fixed in the upright position.  A single Z axis bath lift mecha-
nism raises the solder bath to the required soldering height position and is accurate 
to 0.1mm. 

The Orissa is SMEMA compatible and is designed for use with other Pillarhouse 
modular in-line equipment. Safety interlocks provide operator protection during 
the process. An integrated stack light indicates the machine status.

Windows® based PillarCOMM® “Point & Click” programming is included. Program 
and machine configurations are protected by a customer selectable, multi level 
password security system. The machine is freely programmable to cater to different 
board layouts; each solder joint is separately programmable to its own set of 
required parameters. The programming system employs a component data library 
enabling quantities of similar joints to use the same soldering data outline. Visually 
assisted and self-teach alignment, allows for fast and accurate board program-
ming.

Specification
Solder:  All commonly used solder types

Lead Free: Optional

Applicators: AP-1 style 2.5, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12mm tip sizes

Flux: Low maintenance Drop-jet System, low solids, no clean flux in a 
           pressurized, inerted system

Nitrogen usage: 20 to 60 liters per minute

Purity: 99.998%

Electrical Supply: Single phase + PE, 208-250 Volts, 50/60Hz, 3kVA

Board size: 305mm x 305mm (optional 406mm x 305mm)

Edge clearance: Above/below 3.5mm

Height Clearance: Above/below 40mm 

Transport: Belt driven conveyor

Smema: Std 1.2

X-Y Axes: Stepper motor controlled

Z Axis: Stepper motor controlled

Tooling: Not required

Programming: Windows® based PillarCOMM®, ‘Point & Click’ programming

Options
Multi-sectioned conveyor
Hand load shuttle conveyor
Auto width adjust with board width clamping
Solder wave height measurement system
Auto solder bath level detect
Auto solder wire feeder (Incl. solder bath level sensor)
Selective Nitrogen Pre-heat
Fiducial recognition and correction system

AP-1 nozzle with fluxer

Solder pot assembly
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